
With the arrival of summer, Hôtel Crillon le Brave, a 5-star haven of peace 

reopens its doors on March 29th, 2024. New gastronomic experiences 

are filled with moments of absolute relaxation to live to the rhythm of 

Provence. Set in the heights of Mont Ventoux, Crillon le Brave merges 

with the scenery. The promise of an authentic journey far �om the feverish 

hustle and bustle that invades the region every season.

HÔTEL CRILLON LE BRAVE 
from the Maisons Pariente collection, 

celebrates its reopening for a new season

 in the heart of French Provence.



The 17th and 18th-century 

buildings unveil the 34 rooms 

and suites of this village 

hotel nestled between Mont 

Ventoux and the Dentelles de 

Montmirail. From the first light 

of the sun, guests are invited 

to savor every moment with a 

breathtaking view of the valley. 

Littered with olive groves and 

vineyards, this idyllic vision 

promises an unspoiled stay, 

where calm and privacy reign. 

Decorated with care by the designer Charles Zana, this place full of sobriety responds to the 

sharp exercise of simplicity. The magnificent shades of Provencal colors combined with old 

terracotta tiles and linen reveal the poetry and singular charm of this place. 

AN AUTHENTIC RETREAT WITH      

     BREATHTAKING VIEWS



DELICACIES IN PROVENCE 

A true gastronomic interlude, La Table du Ventoux, with its panoramic terrace, offers 

a convivial and local culinary experience. At lunchtime, Chef Adrien Brunet illustrates 

the richness of the Vaucluse soil in a cuisine that brings family and �iends together. 

A gastronomic menu unveils itself as the sun begins to set. His technical mastery and 

creativity bring to life the great classics of Provencal cuisine, sourced �om the region’s 

finest artisans: melon �om Cavaillon, green asparagus �om Mazan, pissaladière, panisse 

Marseillaise, and vegetable tian.

Crillon le Brave’s Sunday brunch unveils a generous buffet brimming with 

sweet and savory delights, with plenty of dishes to share. Welcomed in an 

enchanting setting, guests admire the panoramic view while enjoying refined, 

gourmet dishes.

To punctuate the festive moments 

celebrated at Crillon le Brave, the 

Sunday brunch offers a unique menu 

in a convivial musical atmosphere. 

Available for Easter, Mother’s Day, 

and Father’s Day at 75 euros per 

adult and 35 euros per child.



From April 19th to 21st 

Mathilde Lacombe, founder of the 

AIME Nutri-cosmetics brand, takes over 

Crillon le Brave for a weekend where 

letting go is the motto. A break close to 

nature to reconnect with one’s own self. 

On the program: a hike, restorative 

practices, exchanges on beauty during 

AIME Masterclasses, and moments of 

relaxation. - discover the program

Crillon le Brave’s surroundings invites 

to slow down and let go for a moment. 

An opportunity to reconnect with one’s 

inner well-being. The village’s ancient 

vaulted stables host a spa, the ideal place 

to disconnect and recharge batteries. The 

treatments offered by Tata Harper combine 

the restorative powers of nature with the 

expertise of therapeutic experts, for a 

rebirth in the best of health.

Crillon le Brave, a peaceful retreat far �om the crowds, is the 

promise of an enchanting stay with a hint of Provence. It’s a place 

reserved for lovers of refined authenticity, ready to savor the 

epicurean bliss of a secret Provence. 

A WELLNESS BREAK   

    TO RE-ENERGIZE

https://360.agencewebcom.com/uploads/api/site-456/ckeditor/FR%20AIME%20x%20CRILLON%20LE%20BRAVE_A4.pdf.pdf
https://360.agencewebcom.com/uploads/api/site-456/ckeditor/FR%20AIME%20x%20CRILLON%20LE%20BRAVE_A4.pdf.pdf


About Crillon Le Brave

Located 40km �om Avignon, the hotel is composed of 9 houses linked together by the village streets, 

merges with the scenery, and tells the story of a corner of paradise. A labyrinth of 17th and 18th-

century buildings that reveal a breathtaking panoramic terrace, a swimming pool, a bar, a restaurant 

La Table du Ventoux as well as a beautiful Spa - Tata Harper, and 34 rooms and suites designed by 

the architect-decorator Charles Zana. More than a destination, it’s a private refuge where everyone 

wants to experience Provence differently: hedonistic, chic, and cool. Reserved for lovers of refined 

authenticity and preserved intimacy, the ultimate quest of modern times. 

About Maisons Pariente 

Maisons Pariente is a contemporary family collection of 5-star hotels, founded by Patrick Pariente 

and his two daughters, Leslie Kouhana and Kimberley Cohen. Situated in extraordinary locations, 

the hotels are conceived as elegant private homes, revealing a singular, arty personality in perfect 

symbiosis with their surroundings. The collection invites you to experience simple, warm hotel 

luxury, the Maisons Pariente spirit. The Collection addresses four hotels: Lou Pinet in Saint-Tropez, 

Crillon le Brave in Provence, Le Coucou in Méribel, and Le Grand Mazarin in Paris. 

INFORMATIONS

HOTEL CRILLON LE BRAVE *****

Place de l’Eglise, 84410 Crillon Le Brave

+33(0)4 90 65 61 61

www.crillonlebrave.com
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